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Berger, J. 
Book Review of Computers and Musical Style (David Cope) 
Boden, M. 
Modelling creativity: a reply to the reviewers 
Cohen, W.W. 
Pat-learning non-recursive Prolog clauses 
Cooper, M.C., see Jeavons, P.G. 
Domeshek, E., see Ram, A. 
Eriksson, H., Y. Shahar, SW. Tu, A.R. Puerta and M.A. Musen 
Task modeling with reusable problem-solving methods 
Fagin, R., J.Y. Halpern and M.Y. Vardi 
A nonstandard approach to the logical omniscience problem 
Foster, D.A., see Schank, R.C. 
Garton, B. 
Book Review of Music and Connectionism (Peter Todd and D. 
Gareth Loy, eds.) 
Haase, K.B . 
Too many ideas, just one word: a review of Margaret Boden’s The 
Creative Mind: Myths and Mechanisms 
Halpern, J.Y., see Fagin, R. 
Handelman, E. 
Book Review of Interactive Music Systems: Machine Listening and 
Composing (Robert Rowe) 
Jeavons, PG. and M.C. Cooper 
Tractable constraints on ordered domains (Research Note) 
Kolodner, J., see Ram, A. 
Korf, R.E., see Zhang, W. 
Lustig, R. 
Book Review of The Creative Mind: Myths and Mechanisms (Mar- 
garet Boden) 
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Muscn. M.A., see Eriksson. H. 
Ncrsessian, N., see Ram. A. 
Perkins, D. 
An untair review of‘ Margaret Boden’s 7hr Cmafivr Mind f’rom 
lhc perspective of crcativc syslcm5 
Pueria. A.R., see Eriksson. H. 
Ram. A.. L. Wills. E. Domcshek. N. Ncrsessian and J. Kolodnel 
Understanding the creative mind: II review of Margaret Boden’s 
C‘twtil.e Mind 
Schank. R.C. and D.A. FOS~I 
The engineering of‘ creativity: a rcvicw 01. Boden’s The Creutive 
Mid 
Schwar/,. (3. 
In search ot‘ a ‘?ruc” logic 01’ knowlcdgc: the nonmonotonic per- 
spective 
Shahar. I’.. see Eriksson. H. 
Smoliar. S.W. 
Book Review of‘ C‘trutil’r Cogtlifiotr ( Ronald Finkc, Thomas Ward, 
Steven Smith) 
Smoliar. S.W. 
The music collection i Editorial I 
Smoliar. S.W. 
Book Review 01‘ Music, Mind wd Madzitw: Studies in Computer 
Music. Music Cqnitiotl cd Art$cial Intelligence (Peter Desain 
and Henkjan Honing) 
Smoliar. S.. see Stefik. M. 
Stetik. M. and S. Smoliar 
The Crwtive Mind: Myths utrcl Mechcmisttts- a11 introduction 
Tu, S.W., see Eriksson. H. 
Turner. S.R. 
Book Review of T!zr C‘reatirxe Mid: Mxtks cud Mechanisrtzs (Mar- 
garct Boden ) 
Vardi, M.Y.. set Fagin, R. 
Wiggins. G.A. 
Book Review 01. Utrderstundit~~~ Mu.ric N./~/I Al--Perspectives ot1 
Cncgt7itive M14sicolo~~ (M. Balaban. K. Ebcioglu and 0. Laske, 
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Wills. L.. see Ram, A. 
Zhang, W. and R.E. Kort’ 
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